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MEN CANDIDATES
GRADDATION

FOR

To welcome the alumni back to
the Hill for Commencement is a
great pleasure and I am indebted
to the courtesy of the Editor of
the Collegian for the privilege.
Loyalty to Alma Mater has ever
characterized Kenyon men and
the exercises that cluster about
this one hundred and third Com-

WITH CLASS OF 1931

Exercises To Be SENIOR COUNCIL
Held In Rosse Hall Mon
ACTIVE DURJNG YEAR
day Morning

Class

MONTHLY

DINNERS

WITH

DR.

PEIRCE PROVE VALUABLE
The one hundred and third Commencement of Kenyon College will
During the past school year the
open Saturday, June 13. On that
Kenyon
Senior Council has been
meetings
are
be
to
afternoon there
of the Board of Trustees and the most active. The following resume
Alumni Council followed by a din- of its work has been prepared from
ner of the Alumni Council in Peirce the notes of Mr. J. A. Williams, SecHall.
retary of the Council.
The regular banquets of the vaFor the past two years Dr. Peirce
rious fraternity and
has met the Council once a month
groups have been moved back to for dinner in Peirce Hall. These
given President
meetings
have
Peirce an opportunity to discuss
COMMENCEMENT
representing
with the councilmen
the various divisions problems of
PROGRAM
importance to the student body and,
2:00 p. m. Annual meeting of
at the same time, the members of
the Council can present the underthe Board of Trustees. Asgraduate viewpoint.
cension Hall.
The Council members have been
i:00 p. m. Meeting of the Alumni
urged at all times to carry the word
Council. Nu Pi Kappa Hall.
of Dr. Peirce back to their own divi6:30 p. m. Dinner of the Alumni
Council. Peirce Hall.
sion meetings. He has further impressed upon the Council the im9:00 p. m. Fraternity and
portance of maintaining the proper
banquets.
on the campus at all
discipline
9:00 p. m. Entertainment In
Peirce Hall lounge for those
times. This is particularly necessary not only because of the promnot attending banquets.
Sunday, June 14
inence of Kenyon in the Collegiate
of the
world, but also because of the inti7:30 a. m. Celebration
Holy Communion.
Church mate living conditions on the Hill.
The following, a few of the points
of the Holy Spirit.
a. m. Morning
10:30
Service.
discussed at the Council meetings,
will serve to illustrate the work of
Church of the Holy Spirit.
1:00 p. m. Dinner in the great
that body: It was decided that there
dining room. Peirce Hall.
should be a path from North Ascen2:00 p. m. Class reunions.
sion to Peirce Hall and that unnecessary walking on the grass be8:00 p. m. College Baccalaureate
tween the Chapel and North AsService. Sermon by Presicension should be checked; plans
dent Peirce.
were laid for the singing of grace
9:00 p. m. College Singing near
before Sunday dinners; the custom
Rosse Hall.
of leaving the Chapel and the Great
Monday, June 15
non-fratern-

RUSHING

DR. PEIRCE'S GREETING

mencement should help to intensify enthusiasm for and devotion
to the College. Kenyon
relies
upon the affection and service of
her sons and at the culminating
close of the college year she is
happy indeed to welcome them
home,
.WILLIAM F. PEIRCE

ity

non-fratern-

ity

7:30 a. m. Corporate Communion of the Class of 1931. Col-

lege Chapel.
9:30 a. m. Morning Prayer and
of the Brooke
dedication
windows. College Chapel.
10:00 a. m.
The one hundred
and third Commercement.
Rosse Hall. Class Orator:

John Bradbury Eberth,

CINCINNATI TAKES
TENNIS CUP AGAIN
Trophy Now Theirs Per
manently; Win In
Doubles Too

Huffman, Cincinnati's ace netter,
Tennis
won the Ohio Conference
Tournament by defeating Mark of
Oberlin in the finals,
Huffman, first seeded man and
doped to win, worked his way
through a fairly strong field without losing a set until the finals.
Grimes and Reischauer were easy
Mark
also had come
victims.
through some tough assignments
which included Hotz of Heidelberg
and Flax of Cincinnati University.
The finals was a hard fought match,
but Huffman came through when
he needed points. However, in the
second set Mark played nearly perfect tennis. In those six games his
only error was a ball knocked over
the end line. In the rest of the
match Huffman displayed a superDining Hall by classes was revived; ior brand of tennis that finally rethe importance of placing drinking sulted in victory.
By Huffman's victories Cincinnati
fountains in the various dormitories
(Continued on Page Five
(Continued on Page Two
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CICADA SEPTENDECIM

TO BE

LATER NEXT FALL DISAPPOINTS KENYON

Initiation And Homecom
ing Date Set for October
17
At a recent meeting of the new
Council it was decided
Homecoming
date for next
that the
fall should be October 17. This will
mean that the fraternities on the
Hill will have their formal initiations and fall banquets at that time.
This is considerably earlier than the
usual Homecoming day, the change
Pan-Hellen-

ic

having been made in order that the
present freshmen and pledges might
be initiated into their various chapters before rushing takes place.
Also, there is a better chance that
fair weather will greet the returning
Alumni then than later in the fall.
The rushing of new men will occur then the week following Homecoming day, approximately four
weeks after the opening of College.

M. H. TO BE ORGANIZED
AS LOCAL FRATERNITY
The members of the organization,
as the Sterling
formerly known
Club, occupying the Middle Division
of Hanna Hall take this opportunity to announce their reorganization
as a local fraternity. This action
has been taken, with the approval of
of the College
several members
faculty, because the name of Sterling Club has lost its real significance after the organization ceased
to meet in the Sterling- Room in
Old Kenyon. The new organization
will be known as Alpha Tau, and
has been established primarily for
the purpose of petitioning a national fraternity at some future time.
However, there will be no action
taken along this line until the Zeta
Alpha Society has succeeded in its
quest.
-

meeting.
Annual
General Alumni Association.
Rosse Hall.
1:00 p. m. Alumni Luncheon.
Peirce Hall.
p. m. President and
0
Mrs. Peirce at home. Cromwell Cottage.
given by
10:00 p. m. Reception
the Class of 1932 to the graduates. Peirce Hall.

4:30-6:0-

Saturday night of Commencement
week. This was done to take the
place of the Senior Play, which will
not be given this year, and to permit those of the returning Alumni
who have to be back at desks bright
and early Monday morning to attend their division banquets.
Sunday, June 14, will be featured
by the College Baccalaureate serv-- (
Continued on Page Two)

ture

Of

Locust Invasion

The fanfare of trumpets which
presaged the descent of the seventeen-year
locusts upon Gambier
proved to be only a bit of press
agentry. The locusts did come, and
:here were more than a few of them,
but they were not four or five inches
deep on the ground, nor were there
even enough of them to cause the
shovel crews to be called out. To
those who expected to be nearly
buried under a storm of the pests
this was all most disappointing.
Holes about as big around as the
end of a billiard cue appeared on
the Campus as early as the first
of May, and a few of the more
(Continued on Page Two
DO LOCUSTS ALWAYS
PROPHESY WARFARE?

If you are superstitious,
don't
read this.
In some parts of the country,
the appearance of 17- -. .year locusts is called a sure sign of an
approaching war, because the
wing veins form the letter "W."
But let's look at the record of
the Gambier crop now painfully
in
on the
Kenyon
evidence
campus.

In an article printed by The
Collegian late last winter, it was
established that the locusts had
invaded the village every 17 years
back to 1829. Assuming
that
they were on the job with equal
regularity before that time, it
appears that the bugs flunked
the course, so far as war predictions were concerned, only once
in nearly two centuries.
Here is how Gambier locust invasions and military conflicts
coincide:
1761
French and Indian War
nearing its end.
1778 Revolution in its third

year.
1795

CLEVELAND MAGAZINE PRINTS STORY ABOUT KENYON
"Town Tidings" Also Publishes Eight Drawings
The following article was published in the Cleveland "Town Tidings"
for April 18. Cuts of the eight
drawings of the College buildings,
made by Elbert Peets, were also
printed in connection with this
article. These cuts appear in another part of this issue of the Collegian. Editor's Note.
Cleveland, it appears, is discovering Kenyon. Discovering, certainly,
is not the right word, but it is true
that just lately many little things
have happened that go to show how
Cleveland is becoming aware that
this fine old institution is a rare
and precious part of our cultural
setting. The Kenyon alumni have
their office in Cleveland now, and
with their help we are learning that
afKenyon, though not without
filiations with the social registers of
Ohio, is a genuine place of learning.
It has, one hears, the mellow tone

which breeds the gentleman and the
scholar. The walls of Old Kenyon,
it is now fashionable to know, are
four feet thick, and the new laboratory building, given by Henry G.
Dalton in honor of his friend, Samuel Mather, has the last word in
equipment.
It is only a hundred
miles, you know, down to Gambier,
and many Clevelanders are making
Kenyon the objective of a day's outing.
Last fall the Alumni Council commissioned Elbert Peets to go down
there and make some drawings that
would tell more about Kenyon than
photographs ' can. Mr. Peets, an
artist and writer, whose professional training was in architecture and
landscape architecture, has a keen
appreciation of architectural atmosphere and beauty of site. He studied the buildings and decided to do
his drawings in the form of bird's- -

Wayne fighting

Indians

in Ohio.
1812
1829

By Elbert Peets

'31,

Toledo.
11:45 a.
m.

Smell Most Noticable Fea

War of

1912

Sac, Fox and Black
Hawk wars came a couple of
years later.
1846 Mexican war.
1863
Battle of Gettsburg
fought soon after locusts came.
1880
This was when the
bugs drew a blank.
1897 One year before
erican
war.
1914 Ten weeks before World
war.
1931
Write your own ticket!

eye views.
By imagining
himself
two or three hundred feet in the air
he could represent the
mass of the sturdy stone
buildings and also convey an impression
of the parklike
site a
broad hilltop crowned with glorious
trees and rolling open country.
But Kenyon, clearly, is more than
stone and ivy and trees. These
charming drawings have about them
an air of seriousness and refinement
that suggests the traditions of the CANON WATSON GIVES
college, its good breeding and fine
BASIN TO LIBRARY
intellectual tine. They make one
Canon Watson has given to the
wish one could have gone to college Library a Spanish barber's basin.
there.
which will interest readers of "Don
Everybody knows the story of Quixtoe," for it was a basin of this
Kenyon
how Bishop Chase who type that Don Duixote mistook for
had a doughty will and a body that the Helmet of Mambrino. The basfilled the whole door, went over to in came to Canon Watson from the
England and persuaded Lord Gam- estate of Bishop Leonard. It Is to
bier and Lord Kenyon it was jolly be placed on view in a glass case in
(Continued on Page Two)
the Library.
three-dimension-

ed

Spanish-Am-
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Founded In 1866

during
Published
the collegiate year by the students
of Kenyon College.
BI-WEEK-

LY

(Member of the Ohio College Press
Association)
Editor-in-chi-

ef

KKN (J1LL.ETT,

'32.

Associate Editor
C. ROBERT SWANSON, '32.

Junior Editors

JAMES NEWCOMER, '33.
MYRON WESTRICH, '33.
ROBERT HOFFMAN, '33.
Business Manager
RICHARD HUTSINPILL.AR, '32.
Assistant Business Managers
JAMES MEREDITH, '32.
CHARLES STIRES, "32.
For Subscriptions and Advertising
Space address the Business Manager, Gambler, Ohio.
Subscriptions, One Dollar and a
Half per Tear, in Advance. Single
Copies Twenty Cents.
Entered in the Postoffice at Gam-bie- r,
Ohio, as Second Class Matter.
--

From the Press of
The Republican Publishing Co.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

DEFERRED INITIATION
this issue
there appears the announcement
that initiation will occur October IT
next fall and rushing the week following. The Collegian is heartily in
favor of deferred initiation insofar
as it is effective in weeding out
those men who come to Kenyon
for no other purpose than to join a
fraternity and leave the College as
On another page of

soon as that aim is accomplished.
However, there is one aspect of the
situation which should be carefully
considered before the plan of deferred initiation is finally adopted
Under the arrangements as outlined
for next fall the new men will have
condition
to live in that chaotic
characteristic of the first few
weeks of school something more
than a month. It is an undeniable
fact that the new men do not turn

their full attention to their
room work until after rushing and
Moving Day.
Some satisfactory
plan most certainly should be worked out which would not delay rushing so long, but which would still
allow for general fraternity initiation between the opening of school
and the rushing date.
class-

LOCUSTS

(Continued from Page

One'1

hardy insects crawled up to take a
look around. However, they did not
appear In any great numbers until
May 28 exactly the same day on
which they first appeared seventeen
years ago. Along about the first
week in June, as Gambier was
blessed with several consecutive days
and
of warm weather, the uncles
the sisters and the cousins and the
aunts of those already above ground
decided to come out and make it a
real convention. Soon most of the
trees in College Park were covered
with the cast-oshells and shortly
after that the continuous serenade
began.
Perhaps it would be appropriate
here to trace the life of one of these
insects. This is for the benefit of
those who have never seen them, for
it is highly probable that students
and others living in and around
Gambier have heard all they wish to
about the Cicada Septendecim.
When the Cicada first comes out of
the ground he looks much like one
of these dark brown June bugs,
which make golf greens miserable
by day and studying Kenyonites
miserable by night, except that he
has no wings. As soon as he sees
the light of day the locust makes for
the nearest tree, bush, or even a
tall and sturdy blade of grass will do.
When he reaches one of these resting places he fastens his claws securely, splits the back of his brown
shell, and comes out of it a nice
white creature about an inch and a
half long. While he hangs from his
shell his two pairs of wings sprout
p.nd grow and his body
becomes
ff

dark gray. After this transformation
is completed, the locusts seek a second resting place near the end of a
small tender twig, Here the eggs are
laid, then the locust drops to the
ground to die
and to smell. The
peculiar substance in which
the
eggs are laid causes
the twig to
break off and drop to the ground
into which the larvae promptly burrow and fall asleep for seventeen
years.
Those in authority advance two
theories as to why the present invasion of the bugs is not as great
as was the one in 1914. The first
of these is that the fact that College
workmen gathered up and destroyed a lot of the eggs in 1914 rather
reduced the numbers' of the current crop. However, the very places
from which the eggs were gathered
are now most thickly covered witr
shells and bodies of the insects.
The second and most convincing
theory is that the extreme dryness
of last summer and winter killed the
larvae before they got out of th
ground.
It is said that Dr. Walton claim;

CINCINNATI
(Continued from Page One)

gained permanent possession of the
trophy on which they already had
two legs. (They were only permitted
to enter a team to the tournament
which is held by the Ohio Conference in order that they might have
a chance to win permanent possession of the cup).
For the past two years Kenyon
has been the scene of these tournaments and in both of these Cincinnati walked off victors in both
singles and doubles. This year, however, a Memorial day rain brake up
the doubles match between Oberlin
and Cincinnati. The sets stood one
all and Huffman and Flax had two
games on the third when downpour
came. Instead of playing it off at a
future date, the medals were divided evenly between Huffman and
Flax of Cincinnati and Lindsay and
Reischauer of Oberlin.
Kenyon's two entrants
did not
fare so well. Johnson was defeated
by Grimes of Mt. Union in a first
Swanson won
round match,
that this septemdecimehnial in- over Wertz of Case in the second
vasion is just starting. So, if, while round, but was defeated by Flax.
in the quarter finals. Playyou read this, the ground is covered
with them for three or four inches ing in the doubles the two were deand if the College workmen are feated by the Wooster team,
carting them away by truckloads,
COMMENCEMENT
you will know that Dr. Walton is,
(Continued from Page One)
right, the above theories are all
wrong, and the smell is bad.
ice with the sermon by President
Peirce.
CLEVELAND MAGAZINE
On Monday, June 15, the Com(Continued from Page One)
will take
mencement exercises
place in Rosse Hall.
John B.
of them to have such
Eberth, '31, of Toledo, is the class
names! to give and raise funds for orator.
His subject will be "Enga school in the wilds of Ohio. Ad- lish, the Universal Language."
Dr. and Mrs. Peirce will be at
ditional money was collected in this
at Cromwell Cottage from
country and a large building was home
4:30 to 6:00 p. m. Monday afternoon.
planned by Bulfinch,
architect of They extend a most hearty invitathe golden dome in Boston, of Har- tion to all returning Alumni and
vard's University Hall, and of parts guests of the College to visit them
there at that time.
of the Capitol in Washington.
The reception given by the Class
That was in 1827, a date as remote of '32 for
the graduating seniors will
to Ohioans as Charlemagne is to a be held in Peirce Hall from ten to
Frenchmen. Old Kenyon was fol- two Monday night.
lowed by other buildings at various
James A. Hughes of Butler, Pennintervals, the newest of the present sylvania, is president of the Class of
ten large buildings being the sump- 1931 and Willis B. Ferebee of Miltuous Peirce Hall, the college com- waukee is secretary-treasure- r.
Mr.
mons, the gift of Prank H. Ginn of Hughes also held the position of
Cleveland
and William Nelson president of the Kenyon Assembly
Cromwell of New York. Leonard during the past school year.
Hall, a new dormitory all the men
Following Is a list of the candilive on the campus was given by dates for graduation with the Class
Samuel Mather and a group of of 1931:
friends, and is named for the late
Bachelor of Arts
Bishop Leonard.
Hanna Hall, also
Larremore Burr, John Gowan
a dormitory, was built by Senator Carlton,
Fox,
Philip Whitcomb
Hanna. Like Leonard and Old Thomas
Greenslade,
Boardman
Kenyon, it is divided into sections George Russel Hargate, Henry Covhaving separate entrances, each sec- ington Losch, Donald Franklin Sat-tle- r,
tion comprising the living and recHenry Arthur Shute, Harry
reation rooms of a fraternity group, Franklin Truxall.
only the fraternal meeting halls beBachelor of Philosophy
ing off the campus.
Edward Abram Baldwin, Stanley
Several
of the Peets drawings Stokes Banning, James Van Cleave
have been presented by the Alumni Blankmeyer, Stanton Carle, BertCouncil to prominent friends of the ram Avery Dawson, John Bradbury
college. The Old Kenyon was given Eberth, Eugene Minor Ehrbar, Willis
to Dr. Peirce, the president, and the Bell Ferebee,
John Heftly Hein.
Chapel drawing to Bishop Rogers. John Griffith Hoyt, Jr., James
The Mather Hall original is now
Hughes, Creed Joplin Lester,
owned by Mr. Dalton, the Leonard Robert Faber McDowell (as of class
by Mr. Mather, and the Peirce by of 1916), Clyde Keith Mackenzie,
Mr. Ginn. Mr. W. L. Cummings of Charles Tousley Malcolmson, Jr.,
New York, the successful leader of Jack Moore, Robert McDermith
a recent endowment
campaign, is Nevin, Myron Vinton Robinson, Anthe owner of the Ascension drawing. drew Walcott Rose, Maurice Heilig
Sandberg,
McDowell
Edward
Schempp, Bert William Sleffel, WilECONOMICS PROFESSOR
ASKS LEAVE OF ABSENCE liam Humphreys Stackhouse, Jr.,
Louis DeHayes
Strutton,
John
Pjofessor Forrest E. Keller of the Breakenridge
Templeton,
Charles
Economics Department has request- Frederick Vent, William
Robert
ed a leave of absense of one year to Webb, John Andrew Williams,
continue his studies for the DoctorMcDowell Wood.
ate at the University of Chicago.
Bachelor of Science
The staggering subject of Mr. KelDan Driskel, Francis Birt Evans,
ler's work is to be "Ethical Im- Raymond Emil Fasce, Novice Gail
plications of Some Current Problems Fawcett, Milton Janes, Richard Colin Economic Internationalism." We lins Lord, Jr., Eugene Pargny
e,
know that everyone will welcome the
Homer Skilton Powley, Rowof this professor in the fall land Harold Shepherd, Hugh Wilson
of 1932.
Wayt, Jr.
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and from professors and boys alike
one gets the idea that today the
fraternities there are servants, not
masters of the social situation. The
success of the new commons is fair

fASCWSIOWHMXW

ct

proof.

piptitfeysiifSiW
DR. PEIRCE, COMMONS
BUILDING PRAISED
KENYON COMPARED TO ENGLISH INSTITUTION
(The following article was written
J. Taylor, who
has spent several years in Gambier
with her sister, Miss P. H. Taylor,
Assistant Treasurer of the College.
In this article, which was published
in the Christian Science "Monitor"
for May 26, Miss Taylor shows a remarkable knowledge of Kenyon and
the undergraduates' viewpoint.
Editor's Note.)
When I think of a college commons my mind leaps back to that
wonder of them all Christ's Church
College at Oxford and the beautiful
vaulted Hall with its paintings of
John Wesley, "Lewis Carroll," William Penn and others, its carved
oaken roof and mullioned windows,
its long heavy tables polished by
centuries of use, its platform for the
dons at the far end. I like to think
of that hall filled
with men of
young England, who settle the world
with their talk and build a certain
comradeship into their lives over a
meal. But when I was there the
"long vacation" rendered the Great
Hall silent and dreamy, meditating
perhaps upon its distinguished history, it Wesleys, Cannings,
Robert
Peels, its Ruskins and its Gladstones. It was not until recently
that I have seen just such a commons, albeit a small one and a new,
peopled, as it should be, by young
men "dining in hall."
Down in the rumpled hills of Ohio
that state of many colleges is one
wooded height crowned with Gothic
buildings of brown native sandstone,
some of which are old with a sturdy
and historic foundation dug deep
into pioneer days. For here is a little college, one that proudly limits
its enrollment and counts among its
graduates outstanding business and
professional men of the land, men
loyal to its standards
and its
dreams. It is a romantic little college, even as colleges go, for in days
when such schools in the western
fringes of the settled states were
few, an earnest pioneer, Philander
Chase, went to England
with his
plan, and returned with money
raised by great English families. So
it is that the college that crowns
the wooded hill is in the village of
Gambier, called from an English
lord of that name, it holds within its
arms an Episcopal theological seminary called Bexley, after another
lord, and the college itself is known
by Miss Millicent

as Kenyon after a certain Lord
Kenyon of 100 years ago, and is to
this day loved and visited by members of the Kenyon family from
England.
Perhaps something of this English
tradition is cherished there, perhaps
it is the emphasis on individuality
given to
and the encouragement
thinking in this age of all too much
grinding of huge educational mills
perhaps it is just the beauty and
quiet of the place, a place the English who come here love. But whatever it is, that day we joined the
college men at the door of the new
commons, Peirce Hall, and found
ourselves lunching in a
room with oak beams and wainscoting, long oak tables and mullionto the
ed windows, and listened
rumble of masculine voices, even
noted the group who lingered long
after the rest had gone, evidently
intent upon talking something out;
on that day we leaped in thought
the distances and the years, and
found ourselves stretching hands
across the sea to the dearly loved
small college of Oxford and Cambridge, and in particular to Oxford's
Great Hall.
Story of Vision
The story of Kenyons' new commons and all it stands for in the development of the college is a story
of Kenyon's educational vision. It
is the essence of an ideal they all
seem to bear in their hearts. Kenyon's president, William F. Peirce,
revealed it to me in his answers to
my questions.
The faculty and
faculty wives spoke it unawares. The
boys themselves in their own way
were full of it. Perhaps the secret
of that
loyalty in
Kenyon's men, on the Hill and years
away from it, is their understanding
of her dream for them, inspiring a
unity that one cannot for a moment
forget.
Comparisons get one nowhere.
Enough to say that Kenyon, although limited to 275 men and having seven national fraternities, has
managed to avoid the pitfalls of
breaking up into compact cliques
that all too often result in such a
situation. Her president points out
that in every step ahead, by trustees, faculty and Kenyon men, the
unity of the college has managed to
come first. "For instance, we have
maintained college dormitories and
consistently
discouraged
separate
fraternity houses, " he explained.
Where the commons idea has failed
in many another college, it had to
compete with the fraternity house
meal, a situation inviting difficulties. Kenyon has had its fraternity
problem, but has faced it squarely,
high-vault-

deep-runni-

ed

Instead of fraternity houses, the
dormitories are apportioned by divisions to the fraternities and the
nonfraternity group (which is a
wholesome entity in itself, and not
the disorganized mass one so often
finds in such cases). Actually, this
achieves and has for many years
achieved results
similar to those
sought through the new Harvard
house plan. For we find first year
men living with four year, like members of a family, often including a
faculty "elder brother," each division having its own siting room and
looking after its
where necessary
own black sheep, Small "lodges" off
in the woods are maintained by each
fraternity for its weekly meetting.
whole
At this point the faculty's
hearted concessions to man's need
of choosing his intimates come to an
this, it is not the
end. Beyond
small group, but the big one. Not
the fraternity, but the college.
The new commons, made possible
by the gifts of Frank Hadley Ginn
(Class of '90) and William Nelson
Cromwell, is in essence a college
club. Far more than a mere place
in which all Kenyon eats its fill, it
has a club air that college men cannot help liking, and it shows in its
plan and its provisions one cannot
help adding, too, in its house mana
ager, Mrs. Charlotte Trainer
rare understanding of the genus boy
in all its species. I was entranced
with the building itself, beautiful
beyond anything I knew in my college days although this modern
generation wherever it goes seems to
be thus provided and English
Gothic suits the English air of this,
withal, delightfully American, small
college. A stairway up the tower
gives opportunity for stained glass
memorial windows, telling the story
of that grand old missionary bishop
who sailed the seas and brought
back money for his college, and who,
according to a song the boys often
sing,
Taught the classes, rang the bell,
And spanked the naughty freshmen well.
The lounge, on the first floor,
with French windows that open upon a stone terrace looking out across
rugged Ohio hills, is essentially a
club lounge, and is, they tell me,
used in just that way. I was in
there several times in as many days
and always found someone reading
before the great fireplace, more oft

en two or three having a talk. One
evening the entire college community attended a performance of three
one-aplays given at one end of
this spacious room. College proms
are held in the building with dancing in the Great Hall, and this clublike lounge serves" enjoyably for such
functions. Upstairs are billiard and
g
pool tables, a place for
and other table games, also single
rooms and suites for returning
alumni or distinguished vicitors.
The Gem
The commons room for meals is,
of course, the gem of the lot. Two
stories high, with vaulted oaken
roof, high oak wainscoting, a huge
fireplace at the far end, long oaken
tables, a platfrom in a bay window
for guests it is very beautiful, this
room. But they have not forgotten
that after all, these are boys who
are to eat here. The tall mullioned
For here we
windows remind us.
have in each one a stained glass
medallion, some serious, many hu- morous, depicting characters from
the great books of the ages. Mr.
Pickwick is here, and Everyman of
the Miracle Play; those who dis- sertated Upon Roast Pig are included, as are Alice in Wonderland,
Piers Plowman, Portia and Shylock,
the Ancient Mariner and a host of
others. Will boys who for four years
see these unusual and original medallions, humorous, serious, beautiful, interesting, designed and executed in stained glass by Charles
J. Connick, live their lives unaware of the great books they find
represented here?
Down stairs, in addition to equipment for feeding this hungry modern generation, are small private
dining rooms. Here a literary or international affairs club meets over
a dinner, in much the
same way
that its members will meet a few
years later, in the club that will
know them as professional or business men, and also (a point worth
meditating upon) as their fathers at
present meet. The college men like
this, and much worth-whil- e
business
is transacted, many thoughtful conversations are carried on. The Student Council meets in this way, and
at intervals confers with President
Peirce over a dinner.
"Do you see how this is teaching
at
them values of conversation
table?" I was reminded. Yet again,
if this sounds rather serious and
dignified (and it has its serious
side) step across the hall a mere
few feet and into the "coffee
room," open at all sorts of hours, a
long counter with a sort of de luxe
g
air, to satisfy the most
plebeian streak that every college
ping-pon-

j

;

f

J

hot-do-

ng
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boy may find need of satisfying. A
jolly, friendly place, that coffee
shop. The man who runs it understands college boys and enjoys them.
In fact, everywhere I found a huge
enjoyment of their habits and their
ways.
Kenyon's president does not claim
that Kenyon's college clublike comnecessarily
mons project would
work in every small college, although after seeing it in operation
and the undergraduates' own satis-

faction and intelligent appreciation
of its educational worth I could wish
it might. "Its success is founded
upon the dormitory system as opposed to fraternity houses," President Peirce brought out again and
again.
The boys themselves were clear
about the influence of this club type
of commons upon the unity of the
college. When it began, they told
me, the college men came into
meals in fraternity groups, sticking
together rather definitely. At first
these groups were broken up by
seating the men in a general way by
classes. Gradually the groups invited members of other groups to
join them, and now there is actually
no problem of cliques that must be
"managed" by arbitrary seating
regulations. Men have made friends
right across sections in the college.
Convinced of the Need
Kenyon is firm in its conviction
that there is a profound need in
American life for the small liberal
arts college of high academic standard where men may live and learn
together in an atmosphere of culture and simplicity and friendship.
While the colleges of the country
discuss and are criticized for using
the lecture system, Kenyon has no
such problem.
"Is it used here?" I asked two of
They shook their
the seniors.
heads. "We all talk things out together," they replied. "Classes are
small, and we all get a chance to
air our thoughts. It is more like a
discussion group or a club council
than a college class." And one added
with shining eyes, "I wouldn't go to
a big college where they didn't get
a chance to thrash things out in
class. And I'd hate to go where I
couldn't know the professors the
way we know them here."
They could not express in words
much of their inner appreciation
of it all, these boys who were so
soon to leave the Hill, but when assigned to me as guides they showed
in a far deeper way than could any
words how they loved every stone
and every dream of the place, for
they fairly refused to leave any
spot unvisited on The Grand Tour.
type of undergradu"The rah-ra- h
ate is a species of the past," President Peirce had told me. "They say
very little about their love of college
these days, but they think of it, I
am sure. College means as much to
the college man as it ever did I
venture to say even more, for he is
reserved about it."
I believe in discussing college affairs with Kenyon undergraduates, I
did not happen upon exceptional
thinkers, therefore I believe that
Kenyon men in general appreciate
what the commons idea is meaning
to them. For they told me, and in
the telling showed their approval
and their gladness, that such a club-typ- e
of gathering place gave daily
emphasis to college unity, college
standards and guidance, as above
fraternity and lesser loyalties. In
this they themselves gave verbal
proof, were any needed, that as an
organization the Kenyon commons,
Peirce Hall, with its student management, its friendly understanding
of boys, its persistent effort in socializing college thought and activity, is as definitely and purposefully
a project in education as the many
which generate entirely within classroom walls.
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away only a dollar a week and keep
your bills paid, you will actually be
making more real progress than the
man who ears $10,000 a year and
spends $12,000. What you save may
prove of utmost value in time of
need or opportunity. A collateral
advantage of saving is that it develops
The man who
cannot live within his income and
save something out of it will never,
as long as he lives, be successful as
the head of a business.
When you invest even so small a
sum as $100, do it only after thorough investigation and study. There
is no more excuse for recklessness

DR. REEVES ADDRESSES
NU PI KAPPA MEETING
The Nu Pi Kappa Society held its
final meeting of the College year
1930-3- 1
in the Lounge of Peirce Hall,
Sunday evening, May 21.
The Society was honored by the
presence of Dr. Reeves, head of
Kenyon's English department, who
gave a most interesting informal
All members
talk on graphology.
present were extremely pleased with
the discussion, and everyone vowed
that he would not ever write a letter in longhand to Dr. Reeves for
fear of the startling revelations our
might make
professor
English
through analization of the writing.
Nu Pi Kappa will hold election of
officers and the election of new men
into the Society at its first meeting
next October.
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Be willing to assume responsibility. When you are asked to do anything, no matter how trivial, take
firm hold and go through with it. Be
thorough. Bosses everywhere are
disgusted with the irresponsibility
and inefficiency of youthful, ambitious workers. Ambition and pep are
an irritation unless they are tempered by honest effort and intelligence.
Finally, and most important of all,
get the knack of drawing away from
yourself and your job and even the
whole world, so that you can see
everything in the right perspective.
Try to discover what all the activity
is about. What makes your company successful, what makes your
competitors successful?
What is your company doing that
te of service
to the community?
Along what lines must it develop if
it expects to be in business ten years
from now?
Think hard about these problems,
bide your time, and before you are
forty you will have a first-clajob.
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courts with Antioch furnThe letter men for the season are:
ishing the opposition. The invaders Mulvy, catch, Elliott, pitch, Parker,
are doped to win, but not by a de- first base, Carmichael, third base,
cisive margin.
Stock, shortstop, Sammon, left field
Season's record, (only winners are and pitch, Dawson, center field,
given below).
Webb, second base and right field,
Ashland 3, Kenyon 2.
Ehrbar, second base and right field,
Swanson singles;
and Swanson, first base and right
doubles.
field. Carmichael led the hitting
Otterbeing 5, Kenyon 1
with an average of .375, but Stock
Hall singles.
held his reputation as the hardest
Ohio Wesleyan 6, Kenyon 0.
hitter of the squad, knocking three
Capital 2, Kenyon 4.
home runs, all in close games.
Gray,
Johnson, and Swanson
Prospects for at least a good finsingles.
ish of the season seemed bright unJohnson-Swanso- n
doubles.
til the sudden disqualification of
Muskingum 5, Kenyon 1.
Robinson which came
about the
Swanson singles.
middle of the campaign. The pitch--in- g
Ohio Wesleyan 5, Kenyon 1.
burden then fell to Elliott, who
Swanson singles.
did most creditably but was consiOtterbeing 3, Kenyon 3.
derably overworked. He was finGray and Hall singles.
ally relieved by Sammon
in the
Gray-Ha- ll
doubles.
final game; the latter surprised the
home crowd by turning in a splendid piece of mound work. The pitchGOLFERS HAVE BAD
SEASON
WIN 2, LOSE 11 ing problem, together with fact that
very few practices were held due to
The Kenyon golf team suffered no cold and damp weather, explains
much in the record of games won
better fate then did the rest of the
and lost. Coach Evans deserves
spring sports teams. Their final credit; with scattered strength, he
record was two won and eleven lost. utilized his material to the best adJack Templeton, playing in number vantage, and built up a fairly effectwo position, won a total of twenty tive defense machine. Dawson was
points during the season. He was dependable in center field, while
closely followed
by Captain Ed Carmichael and Stock played fine
Cadle who gathered in sixteen and defense games at third base and
f.
Wayt and Eickman had short-sto- p
respectively.
twelve and eight respectively, while
On the whole, it might be said
Cowdery and Knowles failed to earn that the prospects for next year dea point.
pend upon the development
of a
The season's record with Kenyon pitcher to relieve Elliott of some of
score and the opponent's score fol- the hurling burden. Sammon's perlows
formance in the last game shows
Toledo St. John's, 5
that he is such a prospect of no
Wesleyan, mean ability, and so with more opOberlin, 12
3
Day- portunity for practice, a slightly betAshland,
ton,
Wesleyan, ter record may be expected of the
Oberlin,
6
Dayton,
Ashland, 1932 season, despite the fact that
Mt. Union, four letter men, Dawson, Mulvey,
Mt. Union,
11
Webb and Ehrbar, will be graduated.
Kenyon

I

5--

l'-i-l'.v-

match.
The final match of the season will
be played this afternoon on the

"l

2.

tWHW",'j-

4--

With a record of six defeats and
one victory, the baseball season was
anything but impressive, and yet
every game save one was played to
a close score and an interesting finish. Eight games were originally
scheduled, but a postponed contest
with Otterbein finally met cancellation at the end of the season.
game, played at
The opening
home with Muskingum, was lost, as
were the frays with Ohio State B,
Ashland, and Capital.
The home
victory, a thrilling thirteen inning
affair, was won from Otterbein,

Eat

Eat

1

you're not.
Unless you have a talent or a
liking for a special kind of work,
pick your boss rather than your job.
For a man who is not a genius, but
just a good worker, the boss is more
important than the job. The right
boss can and will make something
out of you if you give him
and
time a chance.
Although it is best to settle down
to your job and not to worry because a friend is making $10 more a
week, this does not mean that you
are to make no effort to improve
yourself. Just because you have finished college, don't consider yourself
educated.
What you know isn't
worth much in the market place.
Therefore, develop a plan for conscious
Cultivate
the reading habit. Subscribe for all
the technical journals published for
your business or profession. Read
the books dealing directly with your
work. Read two or three dozen
books dealing with the fundamentals of
business
and economics.
Check up what you read with your
own experience and observation.
Try to associate m your off hours
with men who are engaged in the
some line of work. Pick out those
who are making the best progress,
and talk to them. Give them ideas
and they will give you ideas.
Save some money.
If you put
-g-JW-

From the standpoint of victories
Kenyon's tennis season was a failure. Handicapped by frequent rains
and, consequently, soggy courts and
irregular practice, the team could
only win one match. Capital was
However, the Purple
defeated
tied with Otterbein in the match at
Kenyon. The regular squad consisted of Gray, Johnson, Hall, Miller,
and Swanson. Schoepfle, Lawrence.
Elliott, and Tuttle each played one

For
HEALTH

ol.

DRUG STORE

Get it out of your head that you are
Be satisfied with
a boy wonder.
what may seem to be slow progress.
You may be a phenomenon but the
chances are a million to one that

TENNIS TEAM WINS FROM BASEBALL TEAM LOSES
CAPITAL LOSES OTHERS
WINS ONE
SIX GAMES

JACKSON'S
POTATO CHIPS

in handling $100 than in investing
a million. Learn basic principles
while you are dealing with small
sums and small matters, and the
judgment you acquire will prove in115 South Main Street
valuable later when you are in
charge of large affairs.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Take care of your health. Insist
upon feeling fit every day. If you
DRUGS
are sick, learn the cause and correct
it. Eat moderately, exercise moderTOILET ARTICLES
ately, play moderately.
Men in active life rarely amount to anything
TOBACCOS
I unless they enjoy a surplus of good CIGARS
health.

(The following article appeared in
the William Feather Magazine for
October. The Collegian offers it
herewith and dedicates it to the
Class of '31 Editor's Note.)
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'26 Gale Evans of Cincinnati has
recently been appointed Treasurer
of the Cincinnati Cordage
Paper
Company.
3
Bruce Irving Gheen of
Heights
Cleveland
was recently
married to Miss Helen Frances
Grant of New York City. For a wedding trip Mr. Gheen" and his bride
cruised on her father's yacht.

Mark Hanna

SENIOR COUNCIL
(Continued from Page One)

the importance of
guarding against carelessness with
regard to the College ruling which
forbids unchaperoned women in the
dormitories after dark was stressed

COMPLIMENTS

TAXI SERVICE

ex-'3-

DRAYAGE

Phone

of

145

Gambier, Ohio

THE PEOPLE'S BANE

Aaron Rosenthall

was discussed;

Clothier, Hatter

and Furnisher

Phone

573

John Zuccaro
Fruit Co.

It may easily be seen that these
meetings with Dr. Peirce have off
ered an opportunity for the develop
ment of ideas which aid the general
Opposite Vine Theatre
Wholesale Fruit and Produce
welfare of the College.
Gay & Ohio Ave.
Walk
a
Half
Block
Aside from the regular dinner
meetings, the Council has held fif
and Save a Dollar
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
teen special sessions. The Coun
cil acts promptly whenever there nl:il;'l.!liil:'l I I
I I I I il l :l
rl.il Minim rirjul.lliil il':!;;!,!!::!.:!;!!!!!;!!';!,!!'!!!!!!!
is the slightest suggestion
that
any of the provisions of the Honor
System have been broken, and the
offending
men are reprimanded
either before the Council itself, or
I 102 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
before the Student Assembly.
The Senior Council for the school
year 1931-3- 2
assumed its duties on
May 29. Officers elected were Robert Swanson, president, and Maurice
Thompson, secretary.
Members of the new Council include: Maurice Bell, Middle KenCLEANING
PRESSING
REPAIRING
yon; Baird Coffin, North Leonard;
Robert Hoffman, East Wing; Richard Hutsinpillar, Middle Hanna;
John McTammany, South Leonard;
Say
With Flowers-S- ay
Wing;
West
James Meredith,
With Ours
Charles Stires, South Hanna; Robert Swanson, Middle Leonard; Maurice Thompson, North Hanna; Fred
118 South Main St.
Phone 236 Phone 137
Wolfe, Middle Kenyon.
'

W. B. BROWN

JEWELER

ALUMNI

going from Trenton, O., to attend
the meeting a regular habit with
him for a decade, which has given
those closer to Cincinnati something

CINCINNATI ALUMNI
HOLD REGULAR MEETING

to emulate. Roger A. Houston, '14,
who in recent years has gone from
to Cincinnati for the
Springfield

PRESIDENT

regrets.
As a token of appreciation of the
support of K. M. A. men, Mr. Rob
inson was added to the executive
committee.
The formal portion of the reunion
by the customary
was followed
"olio," in which singing was a feature. Those present included President President Peirce, R. S. Japp,
'06; Dr. Henry Stanbery, '96; Arthur
L. Brown, '06; the Rev. Maxwell B.
Long, '05; Dr. Albert J. Bell, '95;
Thomas O. Youtsey, '98; James Mc- Ilwain, '23; George T. Creelman, '98
K. M. A.; Clarence Pumphrey, Akron '74, long an honorary member
of the association; John G. Robinson, '89 K. M. A.; Richard H.
Pochat, '30; Stanley P. Sawyer, '30;
Richard Roe, '30; George W. Hall,
'28; John W. Anger, '21; W. Wallace
Alexander, '25; L. B. Dobie, 14;
David Bowman, '14; Milner F. Little, '12; Franklin Alter, Jr., K. M.
A.; Franklin Alter III., Walnut Hills
High; B. H. Rowe, '27; William A.
Hopple III.; James G. Stewart, '02;
R. Gale Evans, '26; R. B. Harris, '25;
Pierre B. McBride, '18; Harry L.
Gayer, '15; S. W. Allen, '09; and
Robert A. Cline, '16.

semi-annu-

SEMI-ANNAU-

L

PEIRCE ADDRESSES
GATHERING

Kenyon's alumni in Cincinnati
and vicinity conducted their semiannual dinner at the University
Club, that city, the evening of Saturday, May 23, with an attendance
of more than
thirty. President
Peirce, who almost invariably at-

tends the Cincinnati alumni reunions, was the principal speaker.
Others who were called upon for
addresses were John G. Robinson,
K. M. A., the third of that name to
own the celebrated Robinson Circus; B. H. Rowe, '27; the Rev. Maxwell B. Long, '05; Stanley W. Allen,
'09; and James G. Stewart, '02, who
has been mentioned prominently by
political leaders as a possible such
cessor to the late Speaker
as Congressman
from the
First Ohio District. President R. S.
Japp, '06, acted as toastmaster.
AsAs the Cincinnati Alumni
sociation always elects its officers at
the Spring meetings, the following
were chosen: president, Mr. Allen;
vice president,
the irrepressible
secretary-treasure- r,
Youtsey,
'98;
"Tom"
R. Gale Evans, '26, reelected. A motion, carried unanimously, expressed the regret of the
Cincinnati alumni over the decision
of President Japp not to accept another term as head of the organization.
Another motion authorized the
secretary to write letters in behalf
of the association to Philemon B.
Stanbery, '98, and the venerable
James N. Gamble, '54, who were unable to attend. "Phil," who for a
quarter-centur- y
has been a regular
attendant, is in Pomeroy, O., recovering from injuries suffered in a
traffic accident, and Mr. Gamble,
Kenyon's senior alumnus, was kept
indoors by the infirmities of his C5
years. As a preparatory-schostudent, he first came to Gambier in
1848
ten years before the
debates.
Plans were formulated for entertaining a score of this year's high
school graduates who had evidenced
interest in Kenyon, with a view to
increasing Cincinnati's representation among undergraduates on the
Hill.
John W. Anger, '21, continued his
attendance record by
Long-wort-

ol

Lincoln-

-Douglas

long-distan-

ce

Ex-Facu-

al

lty

gatherings, telegraphed

The engagement

is

announced of Mr. George W. Hibbet,
formerly Assistant Professor of English in Kenyon College and now a
member of the Department of English in Columbia College, to Miss

Marian Thorndike,

daughter

Guy D. Goff, former
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The Williams Flower Shop

Junior Reception
10:00 P.M.

-

5:00 A.M.

Monday Evening,
June 15,

of

Professor A. H. Thorndike, head of
the English Department of Columbia University.
'88

ED. WUCHNER
Maker of College Men's Clothes

1931

United

States Senator from West Virginia,
and Mrs. Goff have sailed for
Europe for a summer tour.
'91 Prof. Jesse S. Reeves, '91, of
the University of Michigan, was one
of the principal speakers at the Institute of Polity conducted early in
May by Earlham College. Earlham
is in Richmond, Ind., boyhood home
of Dr. Reeves and his brother, Prof.
W. P. Reeves of the Kenyon faculty.
'15 Harry L. Gayer, of Cincinnati, now is associated
with the
sales advertising department of the
Kroger Baking & Grocery Company
in that city.
'21 Earl Freudenberger of Dayton died on March 25, after an illness lasting twelve years.
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Darned if it isn't the end of an-

other school year already And for
some of us a three months vacation
And for others the vais starting
cation is just continuing Professor Bill Ashford has become quite a
contributor to this rag He has no
less than two articles in this issue
Johnny Eberth cut quite a picture hobbling around here on Miss
M. P's crutches
But his ankle has
And
resumed its normal size now
he is quite ready to slay the Comhis
with
mencement audience
Several of the boys are
speech
rt
looking quite desolate since
has adjourned for the summer
The four Adonises from East
Wing, Fox, Weyhing, Reutter, and
Hiller, showed up to sing in the
Choir for the Harcourt Baccalaureate sermon
That certainly is deWe hear that there were
votion!
three murders at Dr. Allen's house
the other night And Gummy was
But we saw
one of the victims!
y
ball game
him at the
just last Thursday, so it can't oe
true That ball game was quite an
exhibition
But not of baseball
skill
The Seniors seemed rather
badly in need of a good pitcher
Ferebee should have been here... ..
Dr. and Mrs. Peirce entertained the
Drahma Club and the Harcourt
maidens at bridge recently Our
star reporter says that that should
be written "entertained at bridge
(?)" But we told him that we
would turn his collar around frontwards if he ever suggested such a
thing again Speaking of Bexley,
we hear that Zane has turned politician He entertained with a banquet very shortly before the Bexley
Tsk!
Society elections took place
Tsk! And a future minister, too
Professor Keller has been most ill
from the effect of being hit on the
end of a finger with a baseball
At least, it kept him out of the
We
ball game with the Seniors
are going to miss Mr. Keller next
year He is one of our favorite proMaybe that is because we
fessors
were never in one of his classes
or maybe it is because his wife is
such a swell cook Ed. Ferris is going to have a very nice summer, as
an officer on a yacht racing across
the Atlantic We hope he doesn't
They tell
meet too many squalls
us that Dr. Peirce is not only Presi
Har-cou-

Senior-Facult-

dent of the College, but also President of the Kenyon Chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa The Delt lodge is to
be completed today for their fiftieth anniversary banquet J. Williams had the job of chief painter
on it
The Williams nose, by the
way, has begun to assume its customary summer hue of tomato red
Sterling Hanna and the Delts
played off the finals in the intramural golf matches this morning
Dick Hutsinpillar, of the former
team, said that he hoped that Frank
Lindsay would not go out of his
head and shoot a 41 as he did in
one of the other matches Wonder
what percentage of this year's graduates have jobs ready for them
We hear
Probably not so many
that old Pretzel Wilhelms of the
Class of '30 is still looking for one
Walt Tuhey has been doing some reporting for us Wish some of the
rest of the students would follow his
example
This should just about
fill that empty column on the back
page, so we'll quit
See you on
September 24!

Allen's Drugs
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Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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Lunch and Short Orders

Sodas

I
I

!

Get It At

ROWLEYS
"The Busy Corner"

I

f

All Magazines

Daily and Sunday Papers

Why Not Get the Best in

GELSANLITER'S
124 S.

I

ML Venion

Main Street

I

PHONE 895
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

I
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I

HALO

j
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I

S&MUEI: MATHER SCIENCE

Home of
HUNTING SUPPLIES
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Phone 130 Gambier

SHARP'S
FLOWER STORE

& Co.

:
t

GENERAL REPAIRS

"Say it with
Flowers"

Roberts, Harpster

A. G. SCOTT

Murphy Shoes

$12.50 and $13.00

Bake Goods

Main Street

MILLER'S BAKE SHOPPE
I

A Haircut and Shave
By Tom Wilson Means
A Head Well Groomed

Home of Victor and Brunswick
RADIOS

Mount Vernon's Foremost

Haircutters
n

216 S. Main St.

MARDIS MUSIC STORE

Keys and Batch
Dowds-Rudi-

Mt. Vernon, 0.

Phone 494

Always the latest records

Bldg.
1

11 S.

Main St.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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Electric Co.

Knecht-Feene- y

f

Modern Electric Service

I
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i Candies
!
I

f

Established 1912

i

Page Six

Soda

THE ALCOVE
RESTAURANT

Breakfast

Luncheons

SURLAS
Lunches

&

Dinners

aji

I

!

?

FRANCIS
Toasted Sandwiches
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I

MT. VERNON RADIO CO.

I

Latest Victor Records
Open Evenings

1

MAJESTIC

RADIOLA
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